
1. Describe a specific situation that you wish to address: 
If no specific issue comes to mind, please pick a general direction (e.g. “Work on career 
direction,” “Improve relationship,” etc.)

STATE
Where did your state valence change (things went from good to bad or bad to good)? Circle one 
primary and up to two secondary state changes below, then write out what happened.

TRAJECTORY 
Within a month to a year, how do you see this situation resolved? What direction(s) appealed to you?

OTHER
Who are you setting yourself in opposition to? Which of their qualities frustrate you? Which of 
their qualities do you admire? What traits do you share?

REFERENCE
What part of your personal history is triggered in this situation? (If uncertain, consider: When did 
you or close family members experience a problem that hinged on the same state change(s)?)

WHY
In the context of your personal history, how is this part of a greater whole? In terms of our larger 
homeodynamic drives (physical/emotional safety, belonging, esteem, actualization), where do 
you feel the greatest lack?

NEED
SATIETY

SAFETY
DANGER

BELONGING
SOLITUDE

SUCCESS
FAILURE

GROWTH
STAGNATION

MEANING
EMPTINESS

FREEDOM
CONSTRAINT

“ The cave you fear to enter holds 
the treasure you seek.”

_ Joseph Campbell

DO
WHAT
SCARES
YOU



2. Bearing in mind the Trajectory you wrote on the previous page, please answer the following 
questions. (If you identified more than one possible trajectory, answer for each in turn.)

3. In preparation for our next class, please answer the following with as many examples as 
possible:

Thank you for your willingness to venture toward the edges!
Dessy Levinson
u

a) If this future were to pass, what three dangers/unknowns would you fear?

a) What are the types of actions/situations that give you energy and make you happy?

b) What are the types of actions/situations that deplete you or leave you doubting yourself?
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b) If this future were to pass, what three benefits would you hope for?

c) What are three things that are unpredictable or out of your control?

DO
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